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ORDER 

August 1, 2023 

The complainant alleged improper legal rulings by a superior court judge 
hearing a juvenile case.  

The role of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially determine 
whether a judicial officer has engaged in conduct that violates the Arizona Code of 
Judicial Conduct or Article 6.1 of the Arizona Constitution. There must be clear and 
convincing evidence of such a violation in order for the Commission to take 
disciplinary action against a judicial officer. 

The Commission does not have jurisdiction to overturn, amend, or remand a 
judicial officer’s legal rulings. The Commission reviewed all relevant available 
information and concluded there was not clear and convincing evidence of ethical 
misconduct in this matter. The complaint is therefore dismissed pursuant to 
Commission Rules 16(a) and 23(a).  

Commission members Denise K. Aguilar and Joseph C. Kreamer did not 
participate in the consideration of this matter. 
 
Copies of this order were distributed to all 
appropriate persons on August 1, 2023. 
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In the matter of:   

 

DOB  

REF: Grandfather’s ( ) complaint against Judge  

 

To whom it may concern,  

I originally was writing this letter to support my most recent filing of a motion for a bonding assessment 
with my grandson. Of course, Judge  denied my motion in a single line with no explanation as 
to why it was denied. This judges non caring and total disregard for the law has become a consistent 
theme in this case even though she herself admits that grandfather has done nothing that would warrant 
her not considering grandfather’s several motions to reestablish his and his grandson’s relationship after 
being falsely accused of hitting said child. I am writing this letter to file a complaint against Judge 

 in the above referenced juvenile case concerning my grandson . 
who will be  on . was taken from our custody on  due to a false allegation of abuse 
made by  mother  and his father  my son. It should be known that 

 has since rescinded his original statement in a most recent hearing (See Attached Ruling Exh: , 
Page ) and admitted that the allegations were false and that he and mother made the allegations up due 
to my wife and I being awarded custody of  weeks earlier due to both parents being indigent with 
no means of income, they were homeless and had no way of supporting , Judge  confirms 
that there was no abuse in her ruling. This was the  time that my wife and I had been given  due 
to pending dependencies and or both parents being unable to take care of our grandson.  further 
concludes in their  on site assessment (Exh: , Page ) by both the  investigator  

and case manager  that abuse was “ ”. Further, attached exhibits 
 and   reports clearly call out the heinous nature of the allegations and the fact that 

neither the  case aide, supervisor, on site manager,  and their supervisor all concluded 
that the bruise on  lips were most likely a result of him licking his lips and them being chapped. All later 
confirmed by both  and Judge  in her ruling.  Additionally, in these same police report 
the onsite case aide tells the  investigator and the police that night that mother was coaching  in the 
corner whispering in his ear multiple times. So much so that she warned mother the visit could be cut 
short.  

Judge  has clear and convincing evidence that  was taken under false pretenses and lies by 
both mother and father. What makes this worse is the continual denial of grandfathers’ rights by  due 
to their lies during the entire last  years (See Exh: ) where  tells me that grandparents 
aren’t allowed to see grandchildren while their parents are under criminal investigation. This all the while 
her and her supervisor  supporting visits with  by maternal and paternal grandmothers.  
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What makes this even worse is that  knows via their own and police  investigative reports 
conclude there was no abuse. The judge totally ignores these facts in evidence. Further,  continues 
this charade of pretending they’re concerned about grandfather and applies for and receives under false 
pretenses and lies a protective order in a  hearing. I was unable to attend this hearing due 
to me being so upset that I became very ill over this matter.  

1. The court has clear and convincing evidence that  has lied, hid and concealed exculpatory 
evidence in this case since  that grandfather didn’t abuse child. Further, in a purposeful, 
willing and intentional effort  has tried to hide these facts from the court by continuing their 
ridiculous claims that they’re concerned about  visiting his grandfather. To make matters worse 
in the absence of real evidence or facts  and its personnel imply to this court that they’re 
concerned about the mental state of grandfather to throw this court off the evidence in this 
matter. This court should recognize this this behavior to be unethical, illegal, and plain wrong and 
should ignore the request of  to deny grandfather’s request for a bonding assessment. Why? 
Why would anyone to include the judge in this matter refuse to reunite a loving grandfather with 
his grandson under these circumstances? How does this court or  reconcile the reports of 
nothing but love and caring between grandfather and , and the continual denial of trying to 
reestablish the relationship between grandfather and .    

2. Arizona law states that grandparents who are willing and capable of taking care of said minor child 
they are next in line to be considered as both placement and potential adoptive parties.  

3. The court has in its possession clear and convincing evidence that grandfather did not abuse or 
harm  in any way. This coupled with positive visitation reports for every visit during the last  

 years should be enough evidence to cross over the hurdle of convincing evidence and 
remove all doubt in the courts mind that there continues to be a strong loving bond between 
grandfather and child that should be allowed.  

4. To bolster grandfathers, claim this court has in its possession clear and convincing evidence 
through  vs.  pictures that  wasn’t abused and never was by grandfather. If true, why 
doesn’t this court allow the relationship to be repaired by whatever means necessary to facilitate 
a connection again.  

5. The court has in its possession clear and convincing evidence that  has known since  
 days after the initial allegations that there was no abuse. Yet in the attached Exhibit  

claims that grandparents aren’t allowed to visit with child while criminal investigations are 
happening with parents. All the while knowing and allowing maternal and paternal grandmothers 
to visit  weekly. This is unfair and bolsters the lying, cheating, manipulative behavior of  and 
shouldn’t be allowed by this court. At a minimum, this court should weight this very important 
evidence as to the mistake made by  for taking away from grandfather in the first place. 
Optimally, this court should allow interaction between  and his grandfather even if it’s in the 
presence of a court ordered counselor to allow a proper assessment of the true relationship 
between  and his grandfather. This due to the demonstrated love between the two witnessed 
by court assigned case aides. I want to know why the court isn’t more interested in learning the 
true nature of  and his grandfather’s true relationship? 

6. The court has in its possession clear and convincing evidence that  has expressed unsolicited to 
case aides that present placement , maternal grandmother  and mother 
has and continues to speak ill of grandfather with the sole motivation to alienate  against his 
grandfather.  
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